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ANURANJ KP
NODE.JS DEVELOPER

SUMMARY
I am a backend developer proficient in Node.js. As a
self-taught programmer, I am passionate about coding
and dedicated to delivering high-quality solutions.

AWS
GOOGLE CLOUD

NETLIFY

CLOUD SERVICES

Node.JS    
MongoDB

Express.JS
HTML/CSS

AWS

SKILLS

Razorpay
Nodemailer

AWS S3

API'S INTEGRATED

Flight Booking API

GIT

Worked in freelance web designing

 FREELANCER - FRONT END WEB DESIGNER
2021–AUG TO 2021–OCT

Implemented front end websites according to
clients requirements

Worked in Node.JS backend development contract
based project 

WHOOFEY - BACKEND DEVELOPER 
2022-MAY TO 2022-JUL

Architectured the whole backend development
implementation

Developed customer relationship management
software backend

 WHOOFEY - SOFTWARE ENGINEER INTERN
2021–DEC TO 2022–JUL

Developed artwork publishing platform

Contributed in community platform

Developed an online learning platform (Backend)

Researched about blockchain innovations

As a Full Stack Software Engineer at Texol World, I
played a pivotal role in the development of a
cutting-edge, multi-platform Van Sales application. 

 FULL STACK SOFTWARE DEVELOPER 
2022–AUG TO PRESENT    

I made contributions to the backend, utilizing
advanced MySQL queries to optimize performance
and functionality.
Additionally, I demonstrated expertise in frontend
development.
Worked in Admin Panel for a Restaurant Application
using React and utilized state management with
Redux to ensure efficient data flow.

CERTIFICATIONS
CS50 Harvard University

React JS
Javascript

MySQL

PSQL
Go Lang
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN
Malayalam (Native)
English (Intermediate)

Leadership

Communication
Researching

OTHER SKILLS

 E-LEARNING PLATFORM 

I have significantly contributed to an e-learning
platform that serves multiple functions and
supports three types of users: students, parents,
and teachers.

I have managed the AWS server, which handles the
video classes uploaded by teachers. I gained a
thorough understanding of AWS and its capabilities

Integrated a payment gateway, allowing users to
purchase courses seamlessly.

NODE.JS   MONGODB  EXPRESS.JS   

PROJECTS

VAN SALES APPLICATION
NODE.JS  EXPRESS.JS MYSQL  REACT.JS  ANTD AXIOS 

As a skilled full-stack developer, I played a key role in
developing a high-performance van sales application

I implemented proper error handling and efficient
database querying, utilizing advanced SQL row
queries and transaction entries

I utilized React and the antd framework to design UI
components and integrated APIs on the front-end.

I was primarily responsible for developing the admin
panel, encompassing both the front-end and back-
end aspects of the application

Our project structure was well-organized, which made
collaboration and code maintenance seamless

ART MARKET WEBSITE
NODE.JS  EXPRESS.JS   MONGODB  

Arts works and drawing publishing platform

Integrated Nodemailer API for automated mails

Images are uploaded to AWS S3 bucket

Artist can showcase their drawings to users

RESTAURANT APPLICATION ADMIN PANEL
REACT.JS   REDUX   REACTSTRAP   BOOTSRAP

As a full-stack developer, I played a key role in
developing a restaurant application's admin panel.

Used Redux for state management, which improved
the application's scalability and maintainability

I implemented pagination for all reports using React
Table, which improved the application's user
experience.

Worked on the reports section of the application.

Utilized Reactstrap library based on Bootstrap to save
development time and effort


